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Across
1. 1. What is another name for skin?

3. What burn has a short healing process, 

commonly happens with sunburn, and only 

damages the epidermis.

5. The protective coverings on ends of 

fingers and toes.

7. Is the second most common form of 

skin cancer appearing as red scaly patches 

and like warts.

10. What skin layer that consist of hair 

follicles and glands and composed of 

collagen?

14. This one begins in the base cell appears 

white and lumpy and appears mostly near 

areas exposed by the sun

16. What is the outermost layer of skin 

called that creates skin tone?

17. This type of skin cancer is most severe 

appears in brown patches.

18. What is the tube-like depression where 

the hair develops called?

19. Which sweat gland can be found in the 

lining of the external ear canal?

Down
2. What is the surface of skin, under nail 

plate called?

4. Which burn destroys epidermis and 

some dermis, caused by hot liquid blisters.

6. The Subcutaneous layer of skin that 

mainly consist of fat & provides support for 

the skin?

8. How is a burn classified?

9. What is one way the skin allows the 

body to cool down?

11. What are two or more types of tissues 

grouped together which formed specialized 

functions called?

12. Hair color comes from what?

13. Destroys multiple layers of skin and 

may require a skin graph.

15. What form of vitamin does the skin help 

produce?

Word Bank
Dermis Basal cell Second Degree Epidermis

Hypodermis Ceruminous glands Melanoma Cutaneous Membrane

nails Melanin Vitamin D First Degree

nail bed Third Degree Sweat Organ

Hair follicle Squamous Cell Tissue damage


